
JL: 	 - - 	11/28/76 
Attacked mono on yesterday's seating with Jess-Mickel Charlier 

The form represents ay feeling after he left, continuing this normix g and 'Ail's. 
I asked her this moraiNg. 

It is encouraging. 1e also did react favorably to my insists:me on fact rather than 
conjecture, to my addressing of conjecture and how little it can really mesa it one has 
a responsible end product in miad (I did not once matiox this), and to the specifics 
I used in responding. 

There is, we think, a good possibility of something worthwhile energize from this 
if he controls what will 'merge. I think he is now thinking in terms of the immediate 
assignment only. It is my intent when he returned to try to broadsa the focus of his 
mind's lease and his project's cameras. 

I have already arranged for him to be able to have as good a Zapruder print as there 
is outside of two other than the original. I already have one of these two. I have arranged 
the fixancial details that ;lake them wily within his reach while under conditions that 
are fair to the others involved. The actual costs are in his terms quite nominal, so I 
believe there can be sore than t_e costs in cash alone in what he can to easily. 

However, it is the clear impression Lii and I reached independently that lead me to 
make my skimpy notes 'are in the form of a journal entry than bare-boned notes. I omitted 
such. We did not until 11;30, late for him, a stranger ix a strange area of a country with 
which he has oily limited familiarity. 

Perhaps I have finally mot the one who can provide two things together, not one of 
both only: a willingness to deal with hard foot and regard it as either newsworthy or 
show-worthy; mad as ability to do sometkiag with the result of it all. 

I ax not worried about about his reluctance to disclose his knwoledgs of the m'readh 
spook involvement aid as encouraged by his natter-of-foot latter adnissioa of personal 
knowledge and conversation with Lasarre. I passed that off without sign at recogaitition 
and as completely eormal. 

I do not know if whiz he left he had in mind how entirely different than he had 
expected the evening to be it had been. I think that at some point before he returns 
ho will be aware. Hs will some to see if by now he has not already that I showed his all 
the viduals he needs for a spectacular but absolutely solid special that can be sold 
internatopmally. I as iaclitod to bells,* that his abrupt shift in dates, his saying he 
wanted to sea as again in what amounts to no more than after two working days, oa the 
fourth dog ahead, represents his recognition of the potential. 

Li' this is true then I think it is premature to assume: that he has total control. 
If he does return to Psalm for only a day or so it seems not unreasonable to ballot,' it 
sight be for conferences on this only, aside from detail: of what he may have run into 
elsewhere. Ho could do this by phone, of course, but he might prefer not at to and he sight 
have other seeds for being there. 

I'm conjecturing with guarded optimism but I do fool that there is reason for some 
optimise'. 

Be took all the books except Oswald in New Orleans with him. s has heard soma 
excerpts froa the emmutive sessions. Be kept optteriag such words as "incredible." He 
sees what I'm sure Europe wants, political context that is safe old rational. When we 
meet again and he has had tins to think it through for himself I have in mind making the 
larger proposal if he doss not. 

If it turas out to be possible and if it can be done rapidly enough and it it can 
be used in this country, many ifs, it can i.aes some tailuence cm the Congress and its 
wrong-headed and wronv-running con:Dittoe and the disinformation efforts against it. If 
you think of this you will see that it is no more than I proposed to the comoittoe more 
than thrroo times and ways, the three being twice to Downing, though Feeney and Bud when 
both asked (Bud rwice), and then diroctly to SI:rague. egreomeat was meaningless. 


